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Abstract

Mhile it has been. long assumed that it takes some optimum size in

orderto obtain a sufficidht critical mass to have an economy of scale

Apieration, little substantive study 4ias been devoted to the topic. This

paper
e

paper looks at th, relationship between enrollment and' costs-at colleges

*A universities. The question under s udyiis whilther (large sizeirovides

,

economy'of scale foropeltin :;II The quese on', unfortunately, .is masked (..

'Y
d ' .

by the complexity of an inspitions. The.manner in which complex y, sizei
-----;'e

costs;and enrollment interrelate is the substance oVails.,paper:,The

i ....

findings:'suggest that curricula and complexity have an extceedinglY import-

ant bearing on per student costs.
t3
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SIZE AND EFFICIENCY

The costsof colleges and universities continue toie a topic of

great concerti on local campuses and in legislative arid'executiVe agencies

. of state and federal government. Large or small, complex or single

purpose, colleges and universities always have greater need for ex-

penditures than they have money to spend. Little wonder that many
( .1

state-level organizations have sought'procedures to allocate funds for
11 , r

public institutions. Formula' funding, which alloclees resources ac-
.

cording to certain assumptions and rules-which vry by .state tends to be
s

wide copie by state agencies.(Drewry and Sellers,4977),lhas begnAllt r 44, 1 . .

.efr r
t \

embracr by many states as a Way to proceed. A quiveof dead, Ikere-,
,-

/ fore, should have a'ased through he educational community in Virginia/
1

and neighboring's ates-whep.the Vi ginia House of elegates passed a

resolution in February, 1978, which requested the State Council of

. Higher Education for Virginia, in the preparation of budget guidelines,'

to consider faculty/student ratios (and hence funding) based on the size

of institupions of higher education. Propolents of the resolutiop made

the assumption that economies of scale exist in whichcosts decrease as

size increases. If size is to become a variable in funding, then it is

.appropriate to see what effect size has .on student costs and to ascertain-

whether it is size or some other.ifactor, such as number ofct.--i1.111.cular

. v

offeeings, which dictate'coste,
.---- . ,i,

I
. Zeview of the Literature

0

In ecopemics the concept of economies of scale states' that one can

-_,

-10-
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expect to obtain lower unit cots with larger faci)itie., idea is

that greater technical advantages accrue by specializati of inputs or

activities, and because of improved ianagement. It shdd also be'

recalled, however, that the same theo embraces diseconomies of
t

scale.

Diseconomy emerges, as the cost per unit increases with size of plant or

,production. The best profit occurs when one minimizes the average cost

)
of producing the unit (Peterson, pp. 80-81).

,2egardless of size, colleges usually maintain a minimal adminis-

trative unit, a library staff, and a buildings and grounds organization.

As enrollment increases, accompanying costs increase, but initially ata

slOWer rate than enrollment (Hawley, Boland, and Boland, '1965; rrallo

Aand O'Conor; 19744 and Scales, 1969). One might theorize that the

proportion of expenditures for administrative and associated coats while

f
growing woulcebe at a smaller magnitude than, other costs such as those

./ .

associated with the salaries needea for the growing number of faculty to
.

teach thg new students. Studies of economies of scale 1:IT the Ca pegie

Commission of Higher Education (1972) and iordan (1965):indicate that

such a theory is correct. These two sources contend 'that a's enrolyaent

increases, per capita expenditures for both administration and libraries

ease, thus creating economies in the operation of larger community

coil ;t should be obvious that institutions whicb are large enough

tablish centralized administrative units, secretarial pools, or

ott4r cost- saving structures can reduce the proportion of expenditures
.

rnegie Commission (1970)for such functional areas. A report of the

suggests this sptim -to be in the vicinity of 2,000 to 5f000 students.

\'.-From economic theory however, one should.recall tha while expenses per
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unit produced initially decline with each increase in numb r prtduced,

this condition reverses at'some point and thereafter costs increase per

number produced.

Results from other studies, hoWever, do not support the economy of

scale articles cited abOve. A recent analysis of 22 public senior

4
institutions on 6'expenditure categories led to the finding that no

economies of scale in per FTE student existed (Broomall,

Mahan, McLaughlin, and Patton, 1978). A possible explanlrion comes from

the work of Hawley, Boland, and Boland,(1965) who surveyed four7year

a

institutions in 1961 andifound that enrollment size was highly cor-

related:(r=.94110-with expendituredAfor instruction. Tkley found that as

size increased, so did organizational complexity (as measured'by number/
...1,

. 7
.

. of administrative levels in the governance structure and by th number

al
of departments and programs offered within the colleges),and centrali

(
4,

zation of control (as observed in starolardization and uniformity of

program structures.l.s.

0 Blau (1974) reports on three esear

National Science Foundation, which analyze the relati n

. k

studies, sponsored by thg

between

characteristics of organizatioffs. He reports that in sample organiza-

tions operatLg.cost tend to')drop significantly as the size of the

-Organization increases. ..As organizations.grOw in size, however, they

tend to become more complex. Blau (1974, p. 2 8) ~spates,: "Simple
a

agenoies exhibit an economy of scaler, ithereas complex ones do not.

Whether the vision of labor or professionglization is. taken d<S the

'indication of structural complexity,14dr6r organizations tend to
4)

., operate at lower c6StS than smaller ones' 4 their structure is simple
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but not if It is complex." These three findings suggest that large size

brings complexity and complexity consumes. any savings which might be

generated by size.

Among the unresolved issues in. the literature, therefore;.are

these:

(1) Can Blau's findings be replicated uskig 'a broad national '

sample?

(2) Given that complexity remains -2b4tant, what is the effect

of student enrollment on costs?

The actual issue is what costs and to what degree. The

resolution of this concern for complexity.versuseconomy of scale' can be

rephraed as follows:

higher education?

what factors have an effect on unit cost in

The sample selected f

Methodology

4

this survey was comprised'of'1,347 public

s.number,four-year colleges ani.universities. In order to obtain

kdata wer

U.S. Offic

-(HikS)

2300 -1

-2300=2.1
2300-2.3
2300-3

collected on all institutions which submi
r-

Educa ion the Higher Education General Information Survey

for 5 .-76:
1 ,

9
In stitutional Characteristics- of Colleges and Universities'
Degrees andAlheryormai. Awards.COnferred
Opening Fall Enrollment in Higher Education
Salaries, Tenure, and Fringe Benefits of Full-Time

Instructional Faculty
2300-4 Financial Statistics c Institutions of Highei. gduceti6n

for the Fiscal Year

Ins tutions were then purged from the study if they fell into any of

0 the following categories?:



A

I

a. Multi - campus institutions (when theerall figures might
44,

mask deviations by.campusT
1 , ,

I

.\ .

b. 'Federtily-operated institutions (for example, U.S. Military
va. IP
Academy)

re., Medical schools and theological seminaries

11. Institutions with enrollments than,2 0 or more than 40,000.

e. Apparent anomalies in the data (Utilon Exp imenting College

and University iof -bhio)

1 '

1,

f. Institutions in Which the highest degree offering was less than

a baccalaureate or gre'trer than a doctorate

stitUtions which did not award a degree l, ast
.,

riculum at either the bachelor' , master's or docto

h. Institutions. with,fewer than Yfaculty
.,

c

r
one cur

1 l evel

The method of analysis selected for the review of the'data was path

analysis (Alwin and Ha ser, 1975). A path analysis permits the'inter-

pretationof linear re at nships within a se of variables, assuming a
et,

causal order among them and that the pattern of relationships among them

c_.,/ is causally closed. In a set of v riables, X ..lX2' '

X
3'

X X
' n' i

can be said to be a. causeof X if ,X can e changed by nipuJiating X4.

This does not imply that all the other var ables must remain unchanged.

Causal order exists betty en X
i
and X if it is assumed that X may

affect X5 but that Xj cannot affect Xi. This is graphically representedd,

by. Xi Pji >Xi and algebraically' by Xj. = Piigl.: In addition to assuming

that the correlational analyses used'are correctly focused on the
.

variable, to be studied, three other terms are used, in path analysis:

a. Associationthe total linear relationship between meaa*sures.

.
b. Total effect--the total change in X wh ich results from a



c.

..

change in Xi.'

Directeffect;.-the phange in X
i
which results from a change

Inin- X
i

interven g variables held co4stant.with inte

In this study these measures were computed with regression techniques

and standardized variables (p=0,,a=1) as recommended by Alwin anti

Hauser (1975).
.

1 : . v

the important issue, for urposes of this analysis, was to, eter7

"Mine what variables inLluenc costs. By regression techniques a linear

model. is analyzetto'explain which variables contribute to costs.

.

In modeling, such as that unciprtaken
A

in this study, a starting

N D

point is necesiait and the faculty to student ratio app'ea

suited ford hat purpose.-1 This selection-was b

-facUltyo,student ratios have in recent yea

as a result' of dollars available to operate

studer s in the post7World War IIdpcads r

hire and the increased numbers of faculty

encouraged more curricula and degree

attract more students -might 'on occasion

a new,ma4Or or a new degree offering: Th
F.

.the belief that

been determine400parily.

niversity. The influx ofl

uired more faculty ti be

th theirmyriad'special-
.

erimgs. A. desire to

independently-to encourage

hoUt this growth thelitatio

of faculty-to students stayed-relatively. constant. Complexity 'developed

from. the addition of, majors and degree fields (Hawley,'Bolame, and

land, 1965). After all,,each newdegree or major usually brought

,unique courses for students selecting it. Degree offeringslprOduce

.

4.
nluye courses which cause complex processes whichjrk against
A .

economies of scale. The rationale starting with a staffing ratio,

kherefore, is that these ratios w r sensitive to external ikees.
C

10

r

(X



The path analysis use in this'study contained sig variables:

Ratio of facult to student enrollment

Ratio of t 'number of cuiricula,in which bacheloria"degrees
were granted to studentts(classified by REGIS,Subdivasions)

0

Ratia'of the number of ourricula'in which master's degrees
-,were granted to students

Ratio of the number of curricul in which doctoral deg ees
were granted to students

.X ExponentialExponential function of the enrollment which correlated With
the multiple regressio resichTls

X
e

Ratio of instructional c ts from Educational and General
Funds to student enrollment

/,-

The variable X was derived when it was observed that the resid ft %

A

of the plot of Xe on Xf, X
b'

X
M! °

and X
d
showed a curvilineaer ation-

ship with enrollment. Sgveral curves were-tried and an exponent

choserk as the best fit. 'When the new variable was entered into

"k_
,regression, the multiple'R

2
increased significantly. Of course, jis,

.

produced a-- et. of iduels with a different curvature. So

exponenti 1 was re t ed and Another cor ation run with another but

smaller increase in R
2

Convergence wa hieved in four cycles when
( .

,

theR2 showed no variation in e hth decimal place..
. j

I , : V.) ..

With the exception of"X Ali he variables were divided by.enroll-
a .. r.

ment in order to relate enrollment as a function of residual cost.

Obtaining thisiratio convert the criterion to a per unit '&3s \a

r,
conditiontieh 'is conceptually similar to what m. ate fo

5,

. funding'praceaures consider in allfcations. The.formulaa for th

var4able appear.'in Footnote 1. 7
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Results

Two key concepts under review in this

economy of scale and'complexity on costs.

in Figures 1- and,2. Thd theory of economy,

_ .
Seemingly is.supported by he results of-a

0

paper are the effects of

Both concepts are illustrated

of scale in'higher ediication

nonlinear regression of costs'

perStudent one,prollment,.as shown in Figure 1. It is interesting to

f
note that the greatest. "savings" in efficiency

7,500 'udents, well within the'conclusions of

occur ,between 2500-and

the Carnegie report

previously noted. Less this-curve criate excessive excitement however,

. _
the size

t .

of an, institution efpleins about z.6z of the variation in its

er %/

Alaist per'student,'statisticalli significant (p<.01) but of questionable .

?

.
.

importanth. At the sale time the complexity relationship hetween.,the

number of HEGIS fields granting baccalaureates (a measure very closely

related to the total number of HEGIS fields) and size of student body

emerges in Figure 2'... This relationship, also' nonlinear, is much
k s / 0

stronger_ than the implied economy,q scale (r=.816): Therefore, while

economy of, scale influences student costs, comp ity, as measured by
'la

currioglar offerings, should sidered When investigating how costs

per student. might relate to size.,

five cat4a1 variables when analyzed through Osth eRlalysis give

t e model- depicted in Figure 3 (R=.684;',F=236, df=5, 1341;4<.001). In

this model all paths with a value less than G.1 have been deleted.

Tables 1 d 2, which accompany Figure 3, provide the associated figutes.'°

Analy is of Figure 3 given, information on several issues. In-

. creasing the relative number of faculty, cording to the model, has a

direct effect on the number of different degrees at all three let-els:

'bachelor's (.350), master's (.098),,anddocto (.154). These effects,

14
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. whith are .statistically significant ,and positive.i-suggest that the *ore:

- . ..A' #;--

faculty the morgcNUrriculd. According to tilt model, increasing the
:t .

2....... i
+. #

. number of faculty will tause more bachelor degree specialities and tb
... .-f ..' it :' ,,:> ,,

. some lesser extent master's and
'-

doctor4 specialities.' Tpa'dired, , .

\-

effedtof-bacheloi's,degree curricula acthe resid nr llment
....

h -a

.--funtilddin (:5 1), probably deiives from afrtenddy o an institution to

have a`cor¢ of undergraduate spd. ialities which incre as eltbllment
° '.:

----;-,

rises, hpt t a slower rate. (This same_ finding is illustrated in
Z

Figure 2.) The relAtive numbero f4culky has the largest direct effect-
. , t-,N.,

on cost per student (.566); however, thLocCoral degree, with the

& complexity it adds, has a direct effect of .214. Other variablei which ...

1 , IY S4
S \

influence instructional expenditures per student have a value less than)

.10. The paths in Figure 3 give (additional information about current'

.., .

structural relationships in higher education. For exa4le, the rel#ive

number of bachelor curricula has a -..8O direct effect on X
m

and a -.142

.,

direct effect on Xd. the negative effects indicate that insti utions

which havt more.t$an the average number of bachelor's degrees tend to

have fewer graduate degrees. Such a finding suggests ,a hypothesis*for

later study: if a department or institution is blocked from adding

graduate degrees, it responds byancreasing courses or specialities at

the bachelor's level.

While the correlation is too small to app ar in the simplified

model in Figure 3, 76r has a direct effect of .072 n X . This effect is

all the relationship that exists to show econoty of sal-to costs, The

t
fact of the matter, therefore, is that economy-Of scale:influences costs

..k N

'

slightly but complexity, influences. them more.
$

t
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"X

Somewhat 'related to the minimal tmportance, of size fn explaining

costs,- is the fact that the enrollment functiolih'as a low relationship

to the_staffing ratio (explaining 6; of the variance); complexity at the

b alaunwe level 'explains over mice as much variance in X
f

(12.3%)- The.use of all three measures of complexity (Xb, XM,Xd)

gives a multiple correlation of .389 and explains 15.1 percent of the

variance in,faculty per Student. All this is to say that it is large

numbers of curricula and associated complexity, not size alone, which

makes for cost.

Analysis of Table 1'

Data in Table 1 suggest that costs per student are significantly

correlated to all the preceding variables used with values ranging from

a high of .636 for faculty effect to a low of'.169ffor the enrollment

function, Xr. The relationship of complexity to expense is also shown

by the correlations of rbe=.218, rme=.172, and rde=.300 This later

finding supports the contention of Blau (1974) that complexity is

associated with the number of degrees offered. The influence of cur-
_

ricula complexity is illustrated by the fact that the'direct effect of

complexity increases as the degree level increases (.021, .082, and'.206

for Xb, Xm, and Xd, respectively). This finding may be unique for this

sample, but is worthy of furtillinvestigation.

c
Analysis of Table-2

In Table 2 it may be observed that approximately one faculty member

is primarily engaged in instruction for every 20 students (3037 1 152.2).

Furthermore, over all institutions one finds a different degree field
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(
. /4 4

at the bachelor's level for every 121 students ( 037 t 25.07): The raw

\ regression weights allow one to compute the t of change in causal

_//
'.variables on resulting costs. Interprefstion: these-weights tends to

, ( ,

be complex, because-enrollment is used- In the denominator. Using enroll-

ment in the denominator,Appears more useful than an analysis based on

variables not adjusted for size. Using unadjusted variables in this

study,for example, resulted in a multiple correlation exceeding .96,

4
with many correlations greater than'.9. Such high,relationships mask

the relative effect of causal variables and contribute to computational

problems.

.Perhaps an example mal'illustrate.this point If an institution

has 0 00 students, the addition of a degrAe will cause a shift of

1 x 10
-4

in each measure of complexity (Xb, Xm, and Xd). For an

institution of this size, the increases in costs_per student would be

.24, 3.34, and 25.31 dollars for bachelor's, master's, and doctoral

degrees, respectively. Larger institutions can expect less of

increase in costs per student.

o

15:
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Con ons

. Based on results from a nat alal sample of 1347 4;c Uhl-

,

versities which have an enrollment between. 200,and 40,000 students and

Ufft"reported
(

a sufficient amount of inforiation on the 1975 HEGIS reports ro

be included in this study, several issues have emerged' on what factors

cause per capita student costs and how these factors relate to each,
0

'other: An earlier researcher in this area, Blau. (1,974) suggested that .

complexity, not size,..influenced student costs and contended that

econamiesof scale would be erased by complexity. The 'path analysis of

the model in this study reveals that size does have a direct effect on

costs per students; however, the amount is small and is eclipsed \by the

far greater effect of changes in the staffing r- o And by changes .in

curricula comple ty. This research, theref nfirms the findings

of Blau. This press t study also finds .the contention of Jordan (196)

and the Carnegie Co ission of Higher EdUcation (1972) that economies of

scale cause pe capi expenditures to decrease is core t in part, but

V
cautions that these studies did not extend far enOtterrto take into

account the results-of adding faculty and more curricula.

'Many factors influence costs. The staffing ratio has the greatest

direct effect on costs--not surprising'since salaries represent about

two-thirds to three-quarters pf the. educational and general costs ;of an

institution. These staffing ratios, however, appear to be independent .

of other factors in the model, essentially resulting from external

influences.

the relative

and doctor's

Increasing the density of faculty has a direct effechon

number of different degrees at the bachelor's, master's,

level. Futhermore, if'an&institution or department is

blocked from adding degrees at the graduate level, a tendency exists
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proliferate undergraduate courses, and curricula. The resulting

complexity has Eimuch larger effect on per student expenditure than does,

size.

Costs are associated wit urricula, What, therefore, is the

conaequence of any movement to-f4d according to size as suggested by

the resolution of the Virginia House of Delegates? The complex'insti-
'

tutions will be penalized, for.they, 'as a result of their complexity,

are unable to take advantage of the implied economies of scale. If

tn formula occur which advantage moaner or less complex insti-r

tutions, and there is no intention by the authors to suggest this should,

or should not take place, the results'on costs cih.1;te predicted: if

better funding allows more
40

faculty to be hired pressures will quickly

'emerge to increase curricular offerings. As curricular offerings

t
,increase, costs rise. Costs f4cotdding more degrees to given insti-

tution in a state are rettive,,fo itcosts less to add.a degree in a

large institution than to a small one, This finding results from the

fact that the variables in the model were standardized by dividihg by

the number of stidents- -the larger the denominator the less the change

caused by adding one to the numerator. Therefore, if a state wants to

"save" money, it can do so by adding-degrees texisting large institu- r
tions; it can also do so by: adding enrollment at small or less complex

institutions--if the number of.curricula and degrees can be held con-_
stant. The need to restrict complexity of smaller institutions is

especially important for graduate degrees. Holding curricula constant,

however, is a conditiln which has seldom occured in the last 100 years

in public education in the United States.

This research has proikded a look into factors which influence

4

ot
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Student costs. The entiietopic, however'needs much
. . . . -

. . .
I

.. --..g. .

c .

tion, Amongthe issues loft unresolved, or* suggest-
.

thisNresea0 are, the. following:
. 'e,

'' e
1 '4 a ,0.) .*

Itecy does cost of living in
'

A

student costs?

4

m,

+o

t:e inV4stiga4
.

or futute
.

Study by

.

geographiCal area influence,tte

i .

r
(2) Doesthe curricular mix play a role? For e

(3)

in some disciplines receive

7
ore pay than

e, if faculty

in others, how

should.this affect the model?

What will be the impact ofAsteadylsta4or declining con-.

ditiOns and the resulting restrictions imposed by,state
.0e

agbncies and by Union contracts?
0
(4) How does,quality influence costs?

Patterns for funding public colleges and universities have emerged

ovieseveral decades. Those individuals who develop formula funding

algorithms should give attention to these patterns. The consequences of

such inattention to reality may advantage or disadvantage a given

institution and cause a state to "save" or "lose" money, for per student

costs are effectively rmasked in Complexity and ,many factors contribute

to per student costs. It is easy in formula funding to focus on-the

construct of size and disregard the important role of institutional

4#iplexity, not to mention-quality. The consequences of such simplicity 41i0

advantage or disadvantage specific institutions, but in the long run
.

it gives a misleading Concept of institutions of higher education and is'

a disservice to all.

18
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24.

Table 2

0

Statistics for Measures

Actual Mean

Per Student
lean SD Raw Regression Weights

Expenditures 9,263,736 3286 1418

Faculty 152.2 .0156 .0124 41415.04

Bachelors 25.07 .0156 .0124 1667.79

Masters 8.23 .0020 .0037 33790.35

.

Doctorates 1.65 .00025 .00122 248917.2

*
Enrollment 3037 946.01 111.84 .9186

(Consta;) - 21.6853

X
r
1. 659.9 + exp(-.0001915 x enrollment + 6.064)

0
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